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Introduction

Whether new or old to the
craft, an iPod should give
you trouble free service for
years to come. This booklet
has been made to familiarize
you with the many functions
of the iPod.

Herein lies an assortment
of facts, tips, tricks, and
general funny stuff. I have
tried to include the most
important info in a compact
form. But don’t be surprised
to see some totally
irrelevant stuff.

JP
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All controls are very easy to
find and use. I am hard pressed
to give a thorough description
of each.

General Use

A. screen
hmm...

B. menu
navigates backwards through the
menus

held down, it enables/disables the
backlight

during a song you can navigate
the menus

C. & G. arrows
pressed once, they jump to the
next song (unless the song is
playing, then the left arrow will
rewind the song), held down
during a playing song they
rewind/fast forward the song

E. select
selects a menu item
selects a song to play
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while a song is playing, it toggles
between time elapsed/remaining

F. wheel
rotate to scroll the menus

during playback it adjusts the
volume

A
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Tips

Scratches:

Cover the front (and back!) with
clear contact sheet, or PDA LCD film

Sandblast the metal casing*

Use a case. There are many brands/
styles, look before committing. And
do look at user forums - some have
advantages/disadvantages which are
not apparent.

Headphone Jack:

Be careful with this - users have
reported there has been some
breakage here.

Warranty:

Some stores will sell you a warranty.
Make sure there are provisions for
replacement, as this model will
surely be replaced with a revision B.
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*Will void your warranty.

Ports:

Both ports will collect dirt/dust.
Find something to block the
openings. Either part of a firewire
plug, or a store bought plug.

Keep it Warm!

As with most batteries, keep the
iPod warm. Cold temperatures will
decrease the battery life dramati-
cally.

Use it as a Hard Drive:

Really. It is very convenient, more so
than zips or floppies, even when
small files are involved.
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Tricks

Stay!

Sit!

Wag!

Beg.

Clever tricks to teach your
iPod. Go ahead, it’ll impress
your friends, who needs an
Aibo anyways?
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Fetch!
Bark!

Bad iPod!

Goodnight, iPod.

Lay!
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Updates

Through user input, I plan to expand
this booklet. Such things I may
consider adding:

Diagnostic mode

Hacks/Mods

Care and Feeding - technical data

I originally wanted to showcase just
the tricks here, but, it kinda grew.
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  This booklet has been
formatted to fit your iPod”“

Copyright John Pariseau 2002
Contact userofunlimited@yahoo.com for
questions regarding reproduction*.

*in any form currently available to mankind for the
immediate future (this includes but is not limited to matter
transmutation, paper, digital, and reconstructing the pages
atom by atom).

It, however, is not endorsed or made
by Apple. The booklet has no
affiliation with Apple Computer or
any of its subsidies, divisions, etc...

Any harm an iPod should suffer, due
to use or misuse of ANY method
described, is the sole responsibility
of the owner of the iPod. I cannot
hold your hand, and make decisions
for you.

Disclaimer




